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not reliably reflect physical distances (Djilalisaiah et
We have mapped 1001 novel sequence-tagged sites al., 1996; Hubert et al., 1994; Wang and Smith, 1994).

on human chromosome 14. The mean spacing between Radiation hybrid (RH) mapping also relies on seg-
markers is Ç90 kb, most markers are mapped with a regation analysis, but the genome is fragmented by
resolution of better than 100 kb, and physical dis- irradiation rather than by recombination and mark-
tances are determined. The map was produced using ers segregate among hybrid cells made by fusing the
HAPPY mapping, a simple and widely applicable in irradiated donor with a suitable host (Stewart and
vitro approach that is analogous to linkage or to radia- Cox, 1997). In contrast to linkage mapping, RH map-tion hybrid mapping, but that circumvents many of

ping is applicable to monomorphic markers and offersthe difficulties and potential artifacts associated with
a higher resolution, depending on the frequency ofthese methods. We show also that the map serves as a
radiation-induced breaks. Making panels of radia-robust scaffold for building physical maps using large-
tion hybrids, however, is not trivial, and biologicalinsert clones. q 1998 Academic Press
activity of the donor fragments (particularly centro-
meres and telomeres) can bias their segregation and
retention among hybrids, complicating analysis andINTRODUCTION
distorting the resulting maps (Jones, 1996; Orphanos

Several methods are now available for mapping chro- et al., 1995; Raeymakers et al., 1995; Sapru et al.,
mosomes or entire genomes, each with advantages and 1994; Wang and Smith, 1994). It has also been sug-
drawbacks. Physical mapping, in which a ‘‘contig’’ of gested (Teague et al., 1996) that local variations in
overlapping cloned fragments is assembled, has the ad- chromosome structure may affect the frequency of
vantage of providing not only a map but also a sequenc- radiation-induced breakage.
ing substrate (Gregory et al., 1997). It is limited, how- HAPPY mapping (Dear, 1997; Dear and Cook, 1989,
ever, by the cloning process on which it relies: regions 1993; Walter et al., 1993) is also a form of segregation
recalcitrant to cloning lead to uncloseable gaps, while analysis, but is an entirely in vitro process (Fig. 1).
rearranged or coligated fragments, or repeated regions Genomic DNA is broken at random by irradiation and
larger than the size of the clones, can lead to distortions size-selected using pulsed-field gels, and the fragments
(Green et al., 1991; Gregory et al., 1997; Little, 1992). are aliquotted into 96 samples (the ‘‘mapping panel’’).
Hence, physical maps are most effective if built over an Each member of the panel contains less than one ge-
independently constructed sequence-tagged site (STS) nome’s worth of fragments (1–2 pg) and therefore con-
‘‘scaffold.’’ tains a random subset of the genome.

Genetic linkage analysis relies on meiotic recombina- The members of the mapping panel are preamplified
tion and segregation to determine distances between using polymerase chain reaction (PCR), to amplify all
polymorphic markers (Ott, 1986). Closely linked mark- of the markers that they contain. (This step is analo-ers will rarely be separated by an intervening recombi- gous to growing up the members of an RH panel fornation and hence will consistently cosegregate; un- bulk DNA isolation). They are then screened for specificlinked markers will not. Genetic linkage analysis is

STS markers (which can be either polymorphic or mo-the only general means for mapping phenotypic traits
nomorphic), and cosegregation frequencies between(reflecting the segregation of alleles of an as yet un-
markers reflect the distance between them: the moreknown gene) to a chromosomal location. However, it
closely linked the markers, the less likely they are tois ill-suited to detailed mapping (its practical limit of
be broken apart and so the more often they cosegregate.resolution in human is Ç1 Mb), is applicable only to
In this way, the order and distances between markerspolymorphic loci, and gives genetic distances that do
can be determined.

The range and resolution afforded by the mapping1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Telephone: [44]
panel depend on the size of the fragments from which(1223) 402190. Fax: [44] (1223) 412178. E-mail: phd@mrc-lmb.cam.

ac.uk. it is made: small fragments allow high-resolution map-
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HAPPY MAP OF CHROMOSOME 14 233

ment to detect robust linkage between more widely
spaced markers (which is possible only over distances
less than approximately 0.5–0.7 of the fragment size).

A HAPPY mapping panel is simple to produce (re-
quiring days or weeks), can provide any chosen level
of resolution (depending on the size of the fragments),
and is immune to artifacts caused by biological activity
of the fragments, to cloning artifacts, or to effects of
chromosome structure.

Chromosome 14 is acrocentric, with a short arm and
pericentromeric region composed largely of repeated
sequences and a long-arm of Ç90 Mb (Hudson et al.,
1995; Pandit et al., 1995). To produce our map, we made
a total of three mapping panels. A short-range panel
(containing genomic fragments of õ1.5 Mb) allows
high-resolution mapping over relatively short dis-
tances (õ1 Mb). Mid- and long-range panels (fragment
sizes of Ç2 and ú2.5 Mb, respectively) were used to
bridge gaps and to assemble the complete map. These
panels were prepared from normal human male geno-
mic DNA and hence can be used to map any human
chromosome.

For markers, we chose to map STSs consisting of
unique sequence flanked by repeat element motifs
(LINE, Alu, or [CA]n ; Fig. 2). This format means that
all marker sequences can be preamplified using PCR
with a cocktail of repeat-element primers or any indi-
vidual marker can be amplified using its specific prim-
ers (see below).

We have produced a high-resolution, densely popu-
lated map spanning the entire long arm, in which phys-
ical distances between markers are determined. We
have also shown that this map is an effective scaffold
on which to build contigs of large-insert clones.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chromosome-wide marker sequences and primer design. Chromo-
some-wide marker sequences were isolated from flow-sorted chromo-
some 14 (FSCs, from cell line HRC160) or from human–mouse or
human–hamster hybrids (NA10479 and NA11535, respectively;
Coriell Cell Repositories). Sixty nanograms of hybrid DNA, or 1000
FSCs, was amplified in 50 ml [50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.3,
1 mM MgCl2, 200 mM each dNTP, PCR primer(s) at 1 mM each, andFIG. 1. How HAPPY mapping works. (a) Genomic DNA is pre-
either 1.25 U (for hybrid DNAs) or 10 U (for FSCs) Taq polymerase;pared (for example from blood lymphocytes), broken by irradiation,
937C for 5 min followed by 22 cycles (hybrid DNAs) or 35 cyclesand size-selected to give a pool of random fragments. (b) 96 aliquots
(FSCs) of 947C for 20 s, 657C for 30 s, 727C for 2 min; final extension(the mapping panel) are taken, each containing only 1–2 pg of frag-
at 727C for 4 min]. Hybrid DNAs were amplified either with primersments and hence each containing a random subset of the genome. (c)
Alu1 (GGATTACAGGYRTGAGCCA; Liu et al., 1993) plus Alu2The panel is preamplified (for example, by repeat element-mediated
(RCCAYTGCACTCCAGCCTG; Liu et al., 1993) or with these primersPCR); this gives enough material for subsequent marker typing, but
plus LINE2 (CACGTTGTGCACATGTACC; Scott et al., 1987). FSCspreserves the marker content of each aliquot. (d) The panel is
were amplified either with Alu1 plus Alu2 or with the dinucleotidescreened for STS markers (A, B,r r rZ). (e) Linked markers (such
repeat primer [TG]10. Products of 250–800 bp were selected by elec-as A and B) are found to cosegregate frequently; unlinked markers
trophoresis through a 0.8% low melting temperature agarose minigel(e.g., B and Z) do not. Analysis of these results allows marker order
in TBE (90 mM Tris borate, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.3), followed by diges-and distance to be determined.
tion with b-agarase, phenol extraction, and ethanol precipitation.

Fragments were end-repaired using T4 DNA polymerase and ki-
nased using T4 polynucleotide kinase, essentially as described inping over short distances; larger fragments allow long-
Wang et al. (1994). The fragments were then cloned into the HincIIrange mapping, but at the expense of resolution. Hence,
site of m13mp18 (Messing and Bankier, 1989). High-throughputthe choice of fragment size is a compromise between phage growth, single-stranded DNA purification, and sequencing,

reliable resolution of closely spaced markers (down to using Perkin–Elmer ABI dye primers and Amersham ThermoSeque-
nase, were carried out in 96-well microtiter trays using a Biomekapproximately 1

10 of the fragment size) and the require-
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DEAR, BANKIER, AND PIPER234

FIG. 2. STS marker format. Each of our markers consists of a stretch of unique sequence flanked by repeat elements (Alu, LINE, or
[TG]n ; shaded rectangles). Hence, all marker sequences can be preamplified using repeat element-mediated PCR with a cocktail of repeat
primers (r1, r2). Any one marker can be selectively amplified using its specific primers (s1, s2) in a conventional PCR.

1000 workstation (Bankier, 1993; Smith et al., 1990). The sequences, 1800 s, 1067; each for 14 h at 2 V/cm, 147C], the upper part of the
gel including sample wells was removed, and electrophoresis wasobtained from an ABI 373 automated sequencer, were trimmed to

exclude poor-quality data, but were not subjected to detailed editing. repeated as before. This two-stage electrophoresis ensures that small
fragments trapped in the irradiated string cannot continue to leachA database of the sequences was maintained using the Staden pack-

age (Dear and Staden, 1991). slowly into the gel during the second stage of electrophoresis (P.H.D.,
unpublished results). Schizosaccharomyces pombe size standardsSpecific PCR primers were designed where possible to amplify

within the unique region of each nonredundant sequence, either (Bio-Rad) were substituted for S. cerevisiae.
Strings for the long-range C-panel (3 1 105 cells/ml, plus a high-manually or by our own software (P.H.D., unpublished results).

density control of 2.5 1 106/ml) were not irradiated, as unavoidableAnchor markers. To align our map to existing maps, we generated
breakage occurring during DNA preparation was sufficient to provideanchor markers. Each anchor marker is an inter-Alu sequence
large fragments. Electrophoresis was again performed in two stages(which can be placed on our map) derived from a PAC or cosmid clone
(LKB Gene Navigator system; 0.8% chromosomal grade agarose;known to contain a particular genetic or RH marker (for example, a
0.51 TBE; 35 V, 6000-s pulse), with the sample well being excisedD14S sequence). Hence, each anchor marker lies within 190 kb (the
between the first stage (71 h) and the second (96 h). Markers weresize of the largest PAC clone; mean size 110 kb) of the corresponding
S. pombe chromosomes.genetic or RH marker.

After electrophoresis, the sides of the gel, containing yeast stan-For isolating anchor marker sequences, PAC clones containing the
dards and the high-concentration human DNA fragments, were ex-relevant genetic or RH marker were found by PCR screening the
cised, stained with ethidium bromide, and visualized with UV light.RPCI1 human genomic PAC library (Ioannou and de Jong, 1996).
The central portion was incubated for ú3 h in TE (10 mM Tris–HCl,Cosmids from the Vh region were provided by Ian Tomlinson. Clones
pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA), followed by 30 min in 0.11 TE, both at 47C.were toothpicked into a 50-ml reaction (1.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM concen-
The gel may be stored in 0.11 TE for several weeks.trations of each primers Alu1 / Alu2, 1.25 U Taq polymerase, other

The gel was removed from 0.11 TE in a DNA-free environment,components as above). After cycling (937C for 5 min, then 33 cycles
and a glass capillary, connected through a filter to a mouthpiece,of 947C for 20 s, 627C for 30 s, 727C for 2 min, final extension of 727C
was used to remove 96 plugs of agarose from the gel, at a pointfor 4 min), products were purified using Qiagen PCR purification
containing fragments of the desired size as judged by reference tocolumns. Sequencing and specific primer design were performed as
the size standards (õ1.5 Mb for the A-panel,Ç2 Mb for the B-panel,for the chromosome-wide markers (above). Anchor marker primers
and ú2.5 Mb for the C-panel). The internal diameter of the capillarywere tested to verify that they amplified a product of the correct size
was either 0.56 mm (A- and B-panels) or 0.70 mm (C-panel). One plugfrom the clone from which they originated.
was transferred to each well of a thermocycler-compatible microtiterIsolation of genomic DNA. Peripheral blood lymphocytes were
plate and overlaid with Ç30 ml of light mineral oil (Sigma).isolated from fresh, citrated normal male human blood (Ficoll-Paque,

Panel preamplification and evaluation. Preamplification of thePharmacia), resuspended in PBSG [phosphate-buffered saline
panels was performed using two rounds of repeat-element-mediated(Sigma) plus 1% w/v glucose] at 107 cells/ml, and mixed with low-
(REM)-PCR, under conditions designed to rigorously exclude contam-melting-point agarose in PBSG at 377C to a final concentration of
inating DNA. (Subsequent marker screening does not require such1% agarose and 2.5 1 106, 3 1 105, or 1 1 105 cells/ml. This mixture
precautions.) Reagents were added to the agarose plugs to give awas taken up into Ç40 glass capillaries (130 mm 1 1.2 mm internal
total volume of 5 ml containing 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl, pHdiameter; Supracaps, 100 ml, Scientific Laboratory Supplies) and
8.3, 200 mM each dNTP, PCR primers at 1 mM each, and 0.25 U Taqchilled at 47C for 10–15 min. The set agarose ‘‘strings’’ were allowed
polymerase. For the A-panel, Alu1, Alu2, LINE, and [TG]10 primersto fall under gravity from the capillaries into Ç150 ml lysis solution

(10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 1% w/v lithium dodecyl were used with 1 mM MgCl2. For the B- and C-panels, Alu1 and
sulfate) and incubated at 47C. Lysis solution was replaced at inter- Alu2 primers were used with 1.5 mM MgCl2. Amplification condi-
vals of 15 min, 30 min, and then three times at hourly intervals, and tions were 937C for 5 min, then 22 cycles of 947C for 20 s, 657C (A-
finally after overnight incubation; strings were stored at 47C in lysis panel) or 627C (B- and C-panels) for 30 s, 727C for 2 min, and a final
solution for up to several months. extension of 727C for 4 min. Immediately upon completion of the last

cycle (before the agarose in the reactions set), each sample was di-Preparation of mapping panels. Three mapping panels were pre-
luted to 100 ml with water and transferred to a fresh microtiter plate,pared, differing in the size of DNA fragments they contain and hence
overlaid with light mineral oil, and stored at 0707C.in the resolution and range which they afford.

For the second-round preamplification, first-round products wereFor the A-panel (short-range), agarose strings containing 105 and
diluted a further fivefold in water; 4-ml samples of this were reampli-2.5 1 106 cells/ml were irradiated (35 J/kg) using a Gravatom RX30/
fied in 10 ml (as above, but for 25 cycles), diluted to 600 ml with water,55M 137Cs source. The low-concentration string was placed in a 140
and stored at 0707C. Four microliters of this material was used formm 1 3 mm well in a 3-mm thick gel (LKB Gene Navigator system)
each routine marker typing (below).of 1% chromosomal grade agarose (Bio-Rad) in 0.51 TBE, flanked

Three-round preamplification was also tested, by reamplifying 4by a short segment of the irradiated high-concentration string and by
ml of the diluted second-round products in a 10-ml reaction for 15Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosomal markers (Bio-Rad). Samples
cycles (1.5 mM MgCl2, 627C annealing; other conditions as for second-were sealed into the gel using 1% agarose in 0.51 TBE prior to
round preamplification), then diluting again to 600 ml with water. Aselectrophoresis (180 V, 100-s pulse time for 12 h).
before, 4 ml of this material was used as template in typing reactionsFor the B-panel (midrange), strings as above were irradiated with
(below).10 J/kg. After a first stage of electrophoresis [Bio-Rad CHEF-DRIII

Panels were evaluated initially by typing 12–20 markers (below),system; 0.8% chromosomal grade agarose; TAE buffer (40 mM Tris
acetate, 1 mM EDTA); 1200-s pulse, 967 switch angle/1500 s, 1007/ to determine the mean DNA content of the panel members.
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Marker typing. Markers were typed in 10-ml reactions containing spond to mean DNA contents of 0.64, 0.42, and 0.20
4 ml of the preamplified panel, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH genome equivalents per panel member for the three
8.3, 200 mM each dNTP, 1 mM MgCl2, marker-specific primers at 1 panels, respectively.mM each, 0.25 U Taq polymerase; 937C for 5 min then 33 cycles of
947C for 20 s, 607C for 30 s, 727C for 1 min. In some cases conditions
were modified (1.5 mM MgCl2 and/or annealing temperature of 52– Marker Typing and Map Assembly
667C) to improve amplification. Eight microliters of SyBr dye [15%
Ficoll 400 (Pharmacia), 0.15 mg/ml bromophenol blue, 41 SyBr All markers were initially typed against the short-
Green I (FMC Bioproducts) in 11 TBE] was added, and 14-ml aliquots

range A-panel (preamplified by two rounds of REM-were analyzed on high-density minigels (Hybaid Electro-4; 3% Nu-
PCR). Of 1626 primer pairs tested, 947 were typed suc-Sieve 3:1 agarose in 0.51 TBE; 200 V, 18 min). Results were entered

manually using a computer program (P.H.D., unpublished results). cessfully (as ‘‘first-rate’’ markers) against the A-panel.
Pairwise LOD and distance calculations. Pairwise lod scores (Of these, approximately 850 were typed successfully

were calculated using an essentially standard algorithm (P.H.D., on the first attempt; the remainder were retyped with
unpublished results). Briefly, the log of the probability of obtaining altered magnesium concentrations or annealing tem-the observed pattern of segregation between two markers is calcu-

peratures to produce successful amplification). A fur-lated for all hypothetical values of u (the probability of one or more
ther 290 pairs gave partial or ambiguous resultsbreaks falling between the two markers) between 0 and 1 in incre-

ments of 0.01. (Breaks are assumed to occur at random). The lod (anomalously low or high numbers of positives, faint
score between the two markers is the highest log likelihood, relative amplification products, or nonspecific products in addi-
to that at u Å 1; the u at which it occurs is the estimate of the tion to those expected) even after optimization of PCRbreakage frequency between them.

conditions; these were designated ‘‘second-rate’’ mark-If the size selection of fragments composing the mapping panel is
perfect, then u is linearly related to physical distance, up to a limiting ers and were excluded from the initial analysis. A total
value of u Å 1 (corresponding to a physical distance equal to the of 294 failed to amplify under standard conditions,
fragment size). In practice, imperfections in the size selection (partic- were detectable in too few panel members for analysis,
ularly the presence of fragments smaller than expected) cause a de- or gave only nonspecific products. Ninety-five wereparture from this linear relation (Dear and Cook, 1993; P.H.D., un-

found to amplify multicopy sequences (as judged bypublished results). u values were therefore rescaled to be linearly
proportional to physical distance, using a mapping function derived their being present in all or most members of the
previously (Dear and Cook, 1993). panel).

Contig assembly. The RPCI1 human PAC library (Ioannou and Duplicate typing of 20 of the first-rate markers on
de Jong, 1996) was screened by PCR for markers in the region to the A-panel revealed an average error rate of 1.9%, an
be covered, following standard procedures. Additional clones were

error being defined as a marker being typed as positiveisolated from the ICI human YAC library (Anand et al., 1990) where
against a given panel member on one occasion and neg-necessary. Contig assembly was performed manually, based on the

STS content of each clone. Clone sizes were determined by pulsed- ative on another, or vice versa. This was true regard-
field gel electrophoresis of either linearized PAC clones prepared less of whether both typings were performed on the
using alkaline lysis (Ioannou and de Jong, 1996) or (for YACs) of same portion of the panel or on portions derived fromyeast DNA prepared essentially as in Bautsch et al. (1997).

two different second-round preamplifications. Hence, it
was not considered worthwhile to perform duplicate

RESULTS typings routinely, particularly as errors of comparable
frequency might be expected to arise during initial cre-Markers and Mapping Panels
ation of the panel (due to contamination or failure in
the initial stages of preamplification) and would be un-The majority of marker sequences were obtained by

PCR amplification of rodent–human hybrids con- detectable by duplicate typings.
The effectiveness of the three-round preamplificationtaining chromosome 14, with either Alu primers (1520

sequences) or Alu / LINE primers (103 sequences), protocol was tested by retyping 30 first-rate and 12
second-rate markers against the A-panel after pream-followed by cloning in M13 and sequencing as de-

scribed. A further 433 sequences were obtained follow- plification with three rounds of REM-PCR. The mean
error rate for first-rate markers (i.e., discrepancies be-ing amplification of flow-sorted chromosome 14 with

various combinations of Alu and [TG]10 primers, again tween these typings and those done after only two
rounds of preamplification) was 1.5%, i.e., no greaterfollowed by cloning and sequencing of amplification

products. A total of 191 anchor marker sequences were than that observed after two rounds of preamplifica-
tion. There was no deterioration in the quality or clar-also derived from Alu PCR products of PAC or cosmid

clones containing known genetic or RH markers. Of ity of the results. Of the 12 second-rate markers tested
in this way, 5 gave better (i.e., clearer) results, 3 gave2247 unique sequences derived in these ways, 1626

were suitable for PCR primer design. worse results, and 4 gave results comparable to those
seen after two rounds of preamplification.Preliminary evaluation of the mapping panels re-

vealed retention rates (the mean probability of finding From the two-point lod scores, all first-rate markers
were sorted into 57 linkage groups (A-groups, with eacha given marker in any given panel member) of 0.47,

0.34, and 0.18 for the A-, B-, and C-panels, respectively. member of a linkage group being linked to at least one
other member by a lod score of ¢6) and 61 unlinkedTwo or more copies of a marker in a panel member are

indistinguishable from a single copy so, assuming a markers (‘‘singletons’’). (A lod threshold of 6 was chosen
because with 947 markers there areÇ5 1 105 pairwisePoisson distribution of markers, these values corre-
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lods to consider; a lod threshold of 6 makes it unlikely lating from those distances where the A- and B- or
C-panels overlap.that any two markers will appear linked by chance

alone.) At least one member of each linkage group, and
each singleton, was tested by PCR against the NIGMS2 Placement of Additional Markers
panel of rodent–human monochromosomal hybrids

The second-rate markers, which were rejected from(Coriell Cell Repositories) to determine its chromo-
initial mapmaking, were reexamined. Those having asomal location and hence that of any others in the same
lod score of ú3 to one or more first-rate markers wereA-group. In this way 120 markers were found to lie
assigned to the likeliest interval between first-rateon chromosome 16 (these having originated from the
markers, using a breakage minimization algorithmhybrid line 10479, which is known to contain part of
analogous to the recombination minimization approachchromosome 16 as well as chromosome 14; Sunden et
to genetic linkage analysis. Two hundred one suchal., 1996); 27 markers (mostly derived from flow-sorted
markers were placed in this way (Fig. 3).chromosome 14) lay on various other human chromo-

somes or could not be assigned. Non-chromosome 14
Map Verification, Contig Construction, andmarkers accounted for most of the singletons. These

Alignment with Other Mapsnon-chromosome 14 markers were rejected from analy-
sis, leaving 800 first-rate markers in 42 linkage groups Previous studies (Dear and Cook, 1993) showed that
plus 11 singletons. Maps were then produced for each the A-panel should offer a resolution of better than 100
of these linkage groups using a distance geometry algo- kb. Support for this comes from the observation that
rithm, DGMap (Newell et al., 1995). whenever two or more anchor markers were derived

Singletons and one or more markers lying at or close for the same genetic or RH marker, they mapped to
to the ends of each A-group (102 markers in total) were within õ180 kb (in most cases õ50 kb) of one another.
then typed on the midrange B-panel, and pairwise lod Since the anchors are derived from PAC clones with a
scores were calculated as before. These results were maximum size ofÇ190 kb, the maximum true distance
then used to link the A-groups into larger linkage between anchors is 190 kb. Hence, these results are
groups (B-groups), at a lod threshold of 4. consistent with a mapping error of õ100 kb.

To verify further the short-range accuracy of theFinally, the long-range C-panel was used to link to-
map, we constructed a contig of PAC clones (supple-gether markers from the ends of the B-groups (a total
mented where necessary by YACs) spanning a regionof 14 markers being typed on the C-panel), again at a
of Ç1 Mb, by screening the appropriate clone librarieslod threshold of 4. Only one gap (between markers
with the first-rate STSs from this region (Fig. 4). Con-a2155 and a1891; Fig. 3) was not rigorously closed by
flicts between the marker order as determined bythis method (lod scores 2.1 and 2.3 with the B- and C-
HAPPY mapping and that determined by the contigpanels, respectively).
are all at distances that are õ100 kb (as measured onThe majority of the gap closures made by the B-panel
the HAPPY map) and within a distance spanned by awere supported by A-panel LODs of between 2 and 6,
single PAC clone.increasing our confidence in the reliability of the map.

Long-range accuracy of the map is verified by align-In the same way, most gaps closed by the C-panel
ment of anchor markers with genetic, RH, and STS-showed B-panel LODs of between 1 and 3. There were
content maps of this chromosome (Fig. 3).no conflicts in marker order (as determined by each of

the three panels) at a LOD of ú2.
To unify distances between A-groups (i.e., the gaps

that were closed using the B- or C-panels) with those DISCUSSION
within A-groups (measured using the A-panel), two
approaches were used. Where the lod score measured The HAPPY map covers the long arm of chromosome
by the A-panel was between 2 and 6, the B- or C- 14 at a mean marker spacing of Ç90 kb. Moreover, the
panel data were used to confirm linkage but distance resolution of ordering most of these markers (the first-
was based on A-panel data. Where there was no sig- rate markers) is shown to be better than 100 kb. The
nificant A-panel linkage (LODõ2), the distance mea- accuracy of placing the second-rate markers varies

from case to case, depending on the quality of thesured by the B- or C-panel was rescaled by extrapo-

FIG. 3. HAPPY map of human chromosome 14. The heavy line represents the HAPPY map, connected to the STS content map (above)
and RH map (below). (Only those markers shared by the HAPPY map are shown on the RH and STS maps.) Marker names prefixed by
‘‘2’’ are second-rate markers; they are assigned only to an interval between flanking first-rate markers. Markers prefixed by an asterisk
are anchor markers; the name of the corresponding RH/genetic marker follows the marker name; only first-rate anchors are shown connected
to the RH and STS content maps. Parentheses on the HAPPY map delimit short segments that can be inverted at odds of õ1000:1.
Resolution elsewhere is approximately 100 kb (approximately 1/1000 of the total map length). The dashed segment represents a gap that
was not rigorously closed (see text). ‘‘Cen’’ and ‘‘Tel’’ indicate centromere and telomere, respectively. The shaded rectangle indicates the
region spanned by the contig in Fig. 4. Marker names in GenBank have the form h14a#, where # represents the marker number. For
example, marker *a2194 has GenBank name h14a2194; marker 2a1304.34 has GenBank name h14a1304.34.
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marker typing. However, second-rate anchor markers One of the major distinctions between HAPPY map-
ping and RH mapping is that fragments are selectedgenerally map to within one or two intervals of corre-

sponding first-rate anchor markers; this suggests that and preamplified in vitro in the former, but by cloning
and propagation in mammalian cells in the latter. Ourmost second-rate markers are placed to an accuracy of

better than 2–300 kb. Because both the mean marker two-step preamplification (a total of 47 cycles of REM-
PCR) provides sufficient material for approximatelyspacing and the marker resolution are of the same or-

der as the size of typical PAC or BAC clones (Ç100 kb), 19,000 marker typings. However, the three-round pre-
amplification (a total of 62 cycles) provides enough ma-assembly and verification of physical maps are greatly

simplified. terial for approximately 2.8 million typings, with no
apparent deterioration in the quality of the results.The distribution of markers along the map is clearly

not uniform. In part this is due to the random scatter- Hence, a HAPPY mapping panel can be considered as
an effectively unlimited resource.ing of markers, but there are evidently regions of

higher than average marker density. These we pre- The use of REM-PCR (chosen because of the robust,
though selective, amplification that it provides), how-sume to reflect the distribution of Alu repeat elements,

as most of our markers are derived from inter-Alu se- ever, limits our choice of markers to those that are
flanked by repeat elements, whereas most of the hu-quences.

Fortuitously, 45 of the mapped markers contain sim- man STSs now available are not. We have previously
shown (Dear and Cook, 1993) that HAPPY mappingple sequence repeats (mostly di- and tetranucleotide

motifs in approximately equal proportions) long panels may be preamplified using ‘‘whole-genome’’
(rather than REM) PCR, enabling any sequence to beenough to be likely to be polymorphic. (A further 5

markers, which were originally obtained by PCR of mapped. Future panels will be made using an enhanced
version of this whole-genome approach.flow-sorted chromosomes using the primer [TG]10, have

the dinucleotide repeat [TG]n at one or both ends). In contrast to panels of radiation hybrids or clone
libraries, a HAPPY mapping panel contains no back-On a large scale, the HAPPY map generally confirms

the order of anchor markers on existing RH and STS- ground or host DNA. This simplifies the typing of mark-
ers and should also make it possible to map markerscontent maps (Hudson et al., 1995) of this chromosome

(Fig. 3) and also that of genetic linkage maps (not based on arbitrary primers (such as RAPDs or AFLPs).
This may be of particular advantage in mapping plantshown). There are two conflicts between our map and

the STS-content map. One involves D14S66 and or animal genomes for which the cost of large numbers
of sequence-specific PCR primers is prohibitive.D14S274; here we agree with the genetic map, where

these markers are well resolved, but disagree with Whereas most mapping methods are limited in the
resolution that they can achieve, the reverse is true ofthe STS map. The other concerns D14S1068 and

D14S1055; again, we disagree with the STS map. These HAPPY mapping. Resolution down to a few kilobases
is possible by using small DNA fragments (Dear andmarkers lie in a region where there is considerable

disparity between the STS and the RH maps and be- Cook, 1993; Walter et al., 1993), but the maximum dis-
tance between markers is limited by the size of thetween the STS and the genetic maps. The expected

resolution of the STS content map leads us to believe largest fragments that can be size-selected using
pulsed-field gels. In practice, this means that no twothat our marker order is correct in these cases.

Our distance estimates are (like all measurements consecutive markers may be further thanÇ2 Mb apart,
and their mean spacing must be several-fold less thanbased on linkage analysis) subject to statistical error

and also to any errors in creating or typing the mapping this to allow for the random distribution of markers.
Hence, very sparse maps (which are readily achievedpanels. They are also sensitive to inaccuracies in the

mapping function by which we relate breakage fre- by genetic linkage mapping or fluorescence in situ hy-
bridization in most species) cannot be produced.quencies (u) between markers to physical distance. Al-

though we are confident that our mapping function is We believe that HAPPY mapping will be of use both
in human genome analysis (where it can resolve ambi-approximately correct, there may be a slight expansion

or contraction of marker-dense regions relative to guities or distortions in RH and genetic maps or provide
a reliable metric scaffold for physical maps) and insparsely populated areas of the map. Because HAPPY

mapping is an entirely in vitro process, however, we mapping nonhuman genomes (particularly those for
which RH panels are difficult to produce) at moderatedo not expect any gross distortion of the map due to

biological activity of centromeres, telomeres, or other or high resolution.
Map information, PCR primer sequences, amplifica-sequences nor to the effects of chromosome structure.

The availability of physical distances between markers tion conditions, and amplimer sequences are available
on our web site (http://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/happy/(as well as marker order) further facilitates the assem-

bly of overlying contigs. Distance information can show happy-home-page.html). STS sequences have also been
submitted to GenBank (see legend to Fig. 3). We arewhether a gap is likely to be bridged by a single clone

or whether chromosome walking will be required. It willing to make our mapping panels (which can be used
to map any human chromosome) and limited quantitiescan also draw attention to major insertions or deletions

in large-insert clones such as YACs. of PCR primers available to interested parties.
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FIG. 4. Contig assembly using the HAPPY map as a scaffold. A portion of the HAPPY map, spanning Ç1 Mb, is shown uppermost.
Below it is the contig map of the corresponding region; large filled circles represent STS markers (not all STSs can be ordered using the
contig map), connected to the corresponding markers on the HAPPY map. Below the contig map are shown the PAC clones and YACs (italic
names) forming the contig. Clone sizes in kb are indicated in parentheses. A small filled circle on a clone indicates that it contains all of
the STS markers in the large filled circle above. The scale bar refers to distances on the HAPPY map.
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